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Intro

• R. E. Schapire, A brief introduction to boosting. International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence 1999 

J. R. Quinlan, Bagging, boosting, and C4.5. National 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence 1996

• Boosting (AdaBoost): method for combining many weak
learners/classifiers/regressors into one strong

• Today:
Relations to Decision Trees
Bagging                           

Convergence and Generalization
Boosting

AdaBoost
Example: Face Detection
Convergence and Generalization
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The Idea Behind Boosting

• Lecture 3, Mitchell Chapter 3: Decision trees
Problems include how to avoid overfitting

• Main idea in decision trees: do a complex
segmentation/classification by a sequence of simple
binary segmentations/             
classifications

• Main idea in boosting:
accurate classification can
be achieved by combining a
large number of weak (and
fast) classifiers in the right
way
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Bagging

• First, look at bagging [Breiman 1996]
 (a less successful method than boosting, therefore very briefly)

• Bagging generates different training sets St by sampling
with replacement from the original training set

• Classifiers are voting for the conbined classification with
equal votes
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Bagging
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Bagging

• Convergence and generalization:
No proven convergence bound. (Heuristically, the classifier

must be reasonably ”unstable” and dependent on the
dataset, so that the T weak classifiers are different from
each other.)

No proven generalization error bound. (That is, nothing can be
promised about how the classifier handles previously unseen
data.)
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Boosting (AdaBoost)

• Goes one step further than Bagging - uses performance of
classifier Ct to improve classifier Ct+1.

• Maintains weight wi
t for each training instance xi.

• The higher the weight wi
t, the more xi influences the

learning of Ct.
• At each trial t, weights wi

t are increased or decreased
based on if xi correctly or wrongly classified by Ct.
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Boosting (AdaBoost)

• Two-class case
• Learning:

Given: A training set S = {(x1,y1),…,(xm,ym)}, yi ∈ {-1, +1}
Initialize weights wi

1 = 1/m
For trial t = 1,…,T

Train weak classifier Ct using weighted distribution wi
t

Compute error εt = ∑ i: Ct(xi) ≠ yi wi
t

(I.e., the weight sum of S wrongly classified by Ct.)

Compute weight αt = 0.5 ln((1 - εt)/ εt)

Compute weights wi
t+1 ~ wi

t  exp(αt) if Ct(xi) ≠ yi 
            exp(-αt) if Ct(xi) = yi

(Weight distribution is always normalized to sum to 1.)

End

• Inference:
Combined classifier: C*(x) = sign(∑t=1

T αt Ct(x))
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A Boosting Example
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First Classifier
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Second Classifier
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Third Classifier
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Final Boosted Classifier
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Boosting (AdaBoost)

• Convergence:
Can be shown that AdaBoost corresponds to convex gradient

descent - convergence to global minimum guaranteed
Combined classifier error decreases exponentially for weak

classifier errors εt < 0.5 (i.e. better than chance).
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Boosting (AdaBoost)

• Generalization:
Generalization error is bounded by the training error with high

probability:

T = number of weak classifiers
d = VC-dimension (”real” dimensionality of the data)
m = size of training set

• Suggests that overfitting possible with
small m/d (heuristically, training sample ”density” in statespace)
large T
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Viola Jones Face Detector

• State of the art: In your mobile phone
• Classifiers Ct: Ct = (fj(x) > ft0)

fj(x) are >16000 very simple image filters
ft0 are thesholds on filter response
Learning Ct means selecting j and learning ft0

Fast to
compute with
Integral ImageTwo different filters j:

Example image x:
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Viola Jones Face Detector

• Learning (simplified AdaBoost):
Training set S = {(x1,y1),…,(xm,ym)}, yi ∈ {face, not-face}
Initialize weights wi

1 = 1/m
For trial t = 1,…,T

Select fj(x) that best discriminates weighted distribution wi
t

Train weak classifier Ct (i.e., theshold ft0) using weighted
distribution wi

t

Compute error εt = ∑ i: Ct(xi) ≠ yi wi
t

(I.e., the weight sum of S wrongly classified by Ct.)

Compute weight αt = 0.5 ln((1 - εt)/ εt)

Compute weights wi
t+1 ~ wi

t  exp(αt) if Ct(xi) ≠ yi 
            exp(-αt) if Ct(xi) = yi

(Weight distribution is always normalized to sum to 1.)

End

Done in
parallel

Threshold selected so that :
No false negatives (all faces classified as face)
Possibly false positives (lots of non-faces also classified as face)
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Viola Jones Face Detector

• Positive training
examples (xi,face):

• Negative training
examples (xi,non-face)
are randomly chosen
windows from images
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Viola Jones Face Detector

• Inference (degenerate decision tree):
Images x to be classified as face or non-face are all sub-

windows of an input image, S1 = {x1,…,xn1}
For classifier-complexity T = T1,…, Tend

(Lower T means faster but worse classification)
Combined classifier: C*(xk) = sign(∑t=1

T αt Ct(xk))

Keep only true examples:  ST+1 = {xk : C*(xk) = face}
End

Does not ”lose” any true faces :
Example first step: 100% true positives

   40% false positves
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Viola Jones Face Detector

• Results:
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Summary

• Idea behind boosting: combining many weak
learners/classifiers/regressors into one strong

• Possible to model complex-shaped class manifolds
As does other discriminative methods such as SVM:s and

Neural Nets
Boosting often outperforms those in domains such as Computer

Vision with high-dim spaces and complex class manifolds
• Can be very efficient

Example face detection in mobile phones

• If you are interested in learning more:
P. Viola, M. J. Jones, Robust real-time face detection.

International Journal of Computer Vision 57(2): 137-154,
2004

R. E. Shapire, The boosting approach to machine learning, an
overview. MSRI Workshop on Nonlinear Estimation and
Classification 2002


